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divided, or any two or more States united, or any new State ^
created within the limits of the United States/' the legislature
should have authority to regulate the number of the representa-
tives of the new states "upon the principles of their wealth and
number of inhabitants.5'
These had been talk in the Convention ©f the possible division
of some of the larger states and the possible union of some of the
smaller. The committee had provided for either possibility. But
the proposal that new states should be granted representation
according to their wealth as we! as to their population roused
fresh debate. Gorham, a member of the committee, explained the
report. One member of the popular house to every 40,000 in-
habitants, the committee thought, would make the house un-
workably large as the population increased. Moreover, there was
danger that new Western states, if admitted on those terms, might
soon "out-vote the Atlantic.** But if the Atlantic states kept the
"Government in their own hands/* they could take care of their
own interest <£by dealing out the right of Representation in safe
proportions to the Western States. These were the views of the
Committee."
Those were the views of several of the delegates who thought
wealth no less than numbers should be represented in all the
states. Butler of South Carolina "urged warmly the justice &
necessity9* of taking wealth into -account. King of Massachusetts
said that, as the Southern states were the richest, they must nat-
urally hesitate to league themselves with the Northern unless
some respect were paid to their superior wealth/* But the North-
ern states, which looked for commercial advantages from the
union, had already consented to «the representation of Southern
wealth, which was1 slaves, by agreeing that three-fifths of them
.paight be reckoned as inhabitants.
Nine states now agreed (New York and New Jersey dissenting)
that the legislature of the United States should have authority
in the future to regulate the representation of all the states "upon
the principles of their wealth and number of inhabitants." As to
the number of representatives for the present, that matter was
referred to another committee of the states. The members were
King, Sherman, Yates, Brearley, Gouverneur Morris, Read, Daniel
Carroll (who had just taken his seat for Maryland), Madison,
Williamson, Rutledge, and' Houstoun

